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6 Battery Charging
Charge the battery when the battery is of low or empty charge level. It is 
recommended to charge the battery after detaching it from the outboard though 
it is allowed to operate and charge the outboard simultaneously.

Step1: Power off the remote control then disconnect the power cable. Hold the 
battery handle and pull up the battery lock to detach the battery.
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Figure 6-1                                             Figure 6-2

Step2: Connect the output cable of the battery charger to the battery, then 
connect the AC power plug of the charger to a 100V~240V wall outlet. 
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Figure 6-3

Indicator Normal Status   Description

Charger 
indicator

  Solid red light
The charger has been plugged into the 
charging port of the battery and it works 
well.

  Solid green light

The charger works well but has not 
been plugged into the charging port of 
the battery, or the battery has been fully 
charged.
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Indicator Normal Status   Description

Charging 

status 

indicator

   Solid red light   The battery is being charged.

   Solid blue light   The battery has been fully charged.

Indicator
Abnormal 

Status
Description

Charger 

indicator
Light out

  1. Make sure the AC socket has power output.

  2. Disconnect the battery with charger, if the   

      charger indicator becomes solid green, there  

      may be a fault in battery, please contact your  

      dealer.

  3. If the charger indicator is still off after   

      disconnecting with the battery, there may be a  

      fault in charger, please contact your dealer.

Charging 

status 

indicator

Light out

  1. Disconnect the battery with charger, if the  

      charger indicator becomes solid green (remark  

      for the colour), there may be a fault in battery,  

      please contact your dealer.

  2. Disconnect the battery with charger, if the   

      charger indicator is still off, there may be a fault  

      in charger or battery, please contact your dealer.

3. After fixing the issues of the charger, please   

    recheck the status of charger indicator. If there  

    are still problems with battery, please contact 

    your dealer.

Step3: Plug the battery charger out of the wall socket after the battery has 

been fully charged.


